
Gatwick collects discarded materials from 
around 2,000 bins across the airport every day 
– in the terminals, offices and car parks.

TOWARDS ZERO WASTE AT GATWICK

Through the signage on the bins, we ask our 
passengers and staff to help us to recycle.  
When we empty the bins, we undertake further 
sortation at Gatwick’s onsite Recycling Facility  
to maximise reuse, recycling and recovery of  
the embodied materials. 

Gatwick has invested substantially in a 
systematic ‘circular’ approach to reduce waste 
and maximise reuse and recycling. Since 2016 
we have achieved Zero waste to landfill in our 
operations each year; and increased reuse/ 
recycling from 52% in 2016 to 71% in 2019. 
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Simon Duggan, 
Gatwick’s Senior Commercial Operations Manager who initiated 
and led Gatwick’s journey towards zero waste from 2015 to 2019.

Our circular system comprises redesigned airport waste 
collection and transport logistics; onsite Mixed Recycling 
Facility where general recycling including from EU flights 
is sorted and separated; and onsite dryer and biomass 
boiler to convert food scraps into renewable heat used at 
the facility. We also recover the grey water from the 
system and reuse it at the facility. 

In recent years, staff and passenger interest in recycling 
and in reducing the hard to recycle items has increased a 
lot: the ‘Blue Planet’ effect. To encourage this trend, we 
have added clear signage to all bins and in the security 
zones, installed additional water fountains and worked 
with airport beverage outlets to encourage reusable cups.

In our conversations with staff and passengers, what people most want to know is:  
where does the stuff in the bins go, and what is getting recycled and reused. 

 13,493 tonnes collected  
and processed in 2019 

 27% reused, including onsite 
biomass used for heating 

 44% recycled 

 29% recovered offsite  
to make electricity 

 Zero untreated  
waste to landfill 

REUSE

All food scraps collected from retail outlets, 
offices and EU flights are converted onsite  
to biomass for heating. We are also piloting 
unused food donations with an airport retailer 
and a food charity broker. 

60% of clothing discarded in bins is sent  
to charity shops for resale, along with discarded 
suitcases, umbrellas, pushchairs and sports 
equipment. 

All warehouse pallets and 95% of airfield  
and cargo pallets are returned to suppliers  
for reuse.

RECYCLING

All dry mixed materials collected, including from 
EU flights, are recycled: dry paper and 
cardboard, all empty bottles, cans and other 
beverage cartons, plastic bags and sheeting.

Used cooking oil is de-packed, heated, cleaned 
and filtered before being sent for recycling into 
biodiesel.

All batteries and the glass, metal and plastic  
in lighting tubes is recycled.

40% of clothing discarded in bins is sent to  
be recycled into fibres.

Ash from our biomass boiler and from offsite 
recovery for electricity is recycled into secondary 
aggregates for use in the construction industry.

RECOVERY OFFSITE FOR ELECTRICITY

Mixed materials collected from non-EU flights.

Mixed materials affected by food or liquid that 
as a result can’t be accepted for recycling.

2019 PERFORMANCE 


